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Chapter 1

The Big Picture
Happy the [person] who still can hope
To swim safely in this sea of error
What we need we don’t really know
And what we know fulfills no need at all
(Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Faust Part 1)

Digital enterprise, the Fourth Industrial Revolution, lean enterprise—
today’s literature teems with exhortations to transform from the old to
something new. How are you responding? Do you have your digital strategy
in place? How do you plan to “realize” that strategy? Is your enterprise
getting incremental outcomes in a world of exponential opportunities?
Whether your goals are for your organization to become a digital enterprise,
foster widespread innovation, or implement a digital strategy, is your transformation vision thwarted by poor execution?
Klaus Schwab, executive chairman of the World Economic Forum, spared
little hyperbole when he said, “We stand on the brink of a technological revolution that will fundamentally alter the way we live, work, and relate to one
another. In its scale, scope, and complexity, the transformation will be unlike
anything humankind has experienced before.”1 You could think of a digital
enterprise (or business) as having made the transformation from the Industrial Age to the Digital Age. An Internet search for “digital enterprise” yields
phrases such as “leveraging technology for competitive gain” and “creating
1. Schwab, Klaus. “The Fourth Industrial Revolution: What it means, how to
respond.” World Economic Forum, January 14, 2016. https://www.weforum.org/
agenda/2016/01/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-how-to-respond/.
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new business models.” But these definitions are lacking. Leveraging technology
and creating new business models are important, but the most critical component is transforming your culture so that it can evolve and adapt quickly. This
culture change spans the entire organization, not just your technology divisions.
And, this book concentrates on transforming (a verb) rather than transformation (a noun). Most organizations aren’t “there”; instead, they are becoming.

Definition
Digital enterprise An enterprise that is transforming itself to meet the challenges of our postindustrial Digital Age, by embracing an adaptive culture, employing
technology at its core, and creating new business models.

Enterprises face an ever-growing gap between opportunities and the
capability to exploit them. Technological advances generates opportunities,
yet enterprises’ capabilities—from developing a digital strategy, to portfolio management, to software delivery—often struggle to keep pace. Change,
brought about by technology—or indeed other major forces such as globalization or climate change—challenge our ability to adapt rapidly enough.
Many organizations suffer from outdated management models, which block
their desired strategy from becoming reality. For example, when enterprises
have agile teams that deliver features every two weeks but operate within an
annual funding cycle, something doesn’t jive.

The Time Is Now
Indeed, in a 2017 survey conducted by the MIT Center for Information
Systems Research (CISR) of senior leadership from across the globe,
413 senior executives reported that over the next five years their companies may be at risk of losing an average of 28 percent of their revenues
because of digital disruption.2
2. Weill, Peter, and Stephanie Woerner. “Why Companies Need a New Playbook to
Succeed in the Digital Age.” MIT Sloan Management Review [Blog], June 28, 2018.
https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/why-companies-need-a-new-playbook-to-succeed-in-the-digital-age/.
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In complexity theory, there is a concept called the edge of chaos.3 This
“edge,” lodged between randomness and structure, is where innovation
and maximum learning happen. Balancing on this edge requires everyone
to work in a messy, exciting realm, where uncertainty is embraced and solutions may be ephemeral. It’s not a safe or comfortable place, but it’s the
place where organizations will invent the future. The big question isn’t how
to adapt to the rapidly changing environment, but rather how to adapt fast
enough. Furthermore, the missing link between digital strategy and execution entails much more than traditional portfolio management. We call this
missing link EDGE, because transforming (or becoming) requires continuous innovation and innovation requires an edgy culture that challenges the
status quo.

EDGE
EDGE is not an acronym, but an expression that reminds us of the
challenges, messiness, and excitement of transforming into a digital
enterprise.

Building the capability to evolve and continuously adapt is critical to
transforming your organization. Today, the accelerating rate of change is
overwhelming most organizations’ ability to absorb and respond to changes.
You may be fast, but are you fast enough? Can you sustain your ability to
adapt over time? Effective digital transformations are not for the timid, but
rather for the bold and gritty, hanging out on the edge of chaos. Organizations that think a mobile app or a data lake is enough don’t understand that
transforming is more about culture, mindset, and embodied principles. This
is the hard part. Agile software development has been around for nearly
20 years, yet some organizations still think that implementing a practice or
two—iterations, pair programming, daily stand-up meetings—is enough.
By clinging to this narrow definition, they fail to embrace the cultural values
that are the core of real agility.

3. Wheatley, Margaret J. Leadership and the New Science: Learning about Organizations
from an Orderly Universe. Berrett-Koehler, 1992.

The Big Picture
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In our work with enterprises in retail, financial, transportation, and other
industries, the authors have seen organizations striving to become more
responsive, especially to their customers. Organizations are finding that
having agile software delivery capabilities is not enough. We worked with
a large multinational financial firm recently that was interested in DevOps
as a way to increase speed and agility. Our assessment pointed out that the
firm was spending an inordinate amount of time planning (not surprising in
a big enterprise) and DevOps was not its solution. Rather than focusing on
DevOps as a means to an end, the organization needed to rethink its entire
value stream to become more agile.
Similarly, organizations transforming themselves into more innovative
digital enterprises may find they suffer from strategic misalignment between
their business and technology functions. In either case—business agility or
strategic alignment—the existing operating model for moving from strategy
to execution is flawed. These approaches may be purported to be agile or
adaptive, when they are actually merely dressed-up traditional processes that
are both heavyweight and bureaucratic. They delude traditional managers
into thinking they are making progress—but they don’t encourage innovation
or risk taking. Figure 1-1 depicts the context of EDGE, an operating model
that sits between vision and delivery—the critical link that is often missing.
Figure 1-1
EDGE: an operating
model.

According to a McKinsey study, “IT organizations are asked to innovate
at breakneck speed in support of their companies’ ambitious digital aspirations (85 percent of respondents want their operating models to be mostly
or fully digital, which only 18 percent currently have).”4 So the vast percentage of organizations have digital aspirations, yet only 18 percent consider
themselves successful. Why the disparity? Because there is a big difference
between the ambition and knowing how to achieve it. EDGE focuses
4. “Can IT Rise to the Digital Challenge?” McKinsey & Company, October 2018.
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on building an enterprise that can respond quickly to customers’ needs
and emerging technology by defining an operating model that bridges this
strategy–delivery gap.
Building the Next-Generation Operating Model
“They have developed next-generation operating models that provide
the speed, precision, and flexibility to quickly unlock new sources of
value and radically reduce costs. The operating model of the future
combines digital technologies and process-improvement capabilities
in an integrated, sequenced way to drastically improve customer journeys and internal processes.”
—João Dias, David Hamilton, Christopher Paquette, and Rohit
Sood, “How to Start Building Your Next-Generation Operating
Model,” McKinsey Insights, March 2017

Exploring EDGE
EDGE’s operating model consists of a set of principles and practices that
enables your organization to achieve organizational responsiveness.5 EDGE
answers three fundamental questions about your transformation: (1) How
should we work together?; (2) How should we invest?; and (3) How can we
adapt fast enough? EDGE is designed to sparkle when faced with an enterprise strategy of innovation and transformation. From an operating model
perspective, the enterprise needs to embrace EDGE concepts, principles,
and practices. From a portfolio management perspective, as discussed in
Chapters 5, Measuring and Prioritizing Value, and 7, Integrating Strategic
and Business as Usual Portfolios, you can manage an entire IT portfolio
while focusing on 10 to 20 percent of the portfolio that is strategic and transformative and, at the same time, integrate Business as Usual (BAU) investments. EDGE is fast, iterative, adaptive, lightweight, and value-driven.
5. Although “responsiveness” and “agility” can have slightly different connotations, the
authors will use these terms interchangeably.

Exploring EDGE
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When you ask the question “How should we work together?”, you learn
how teams evolve to respond to an environment characterized by an accelerated pace of change. When you ask the question “How should we invest?”,
you learn to allocate investments and monitor decisions to move faster into
our future. When you ask “How can we adapt fast enough?”, you learn how
to build organizational grit to outpace the competition through continuous
learning and adapting fast enough to thrive.
Transforming isn’t just about where you invest money and time; equally,
or even more, important is how you work together. Agile software delivery
teams have learned to plan and deliver in short cycles, measure successful
outcomes, experiment with spikes, gather feedback every cycle, and collaborate in autonomous teams. Agile teams “work” differently than traditional
software teams do.
EDGE is designed to work in the face of market uncertainty by stressing the importance of adaptability. It helps create the links from your vision
to the detailed initiatives you need to undertake. And it’s based on making
incremental investments, rather than big, upfront funding. EDGE provides
support for managing change and transforming your organization to a digital enterprise by changing the mix of investment funds to reflect your new
strategy—and by reducing your risk when doing so.
In large enterprises, an annual planning cycle has become customary. Typically, some form of strategic planning process will identify a list
of key programs and projects. An estimate of each program and project is
then fed into a lengthy budgeting process. In a value-centered world, you
replace upfront program funding with incremental funding of the business
outcomes to be achieved. You can articulate your business outcomes using
Measures of Success (MoS), which describe the value you’re willing to pay
for. As you demonstrate value to your enterprise and outline the cost to
achieve it, you can budget accordingly.
EDGE focuses on the decisions made in an organization.
Information—data, spreadsheets, analysis, documentation, surveys and the
like—is vital in helping you plot a path to success. But ultimately, information is not enough. To succeed, your decision making has to be informed by
experience, judgment, courage, and instinct.
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Note that this formula isn’t “either/or” but “both/and.” It’s not analytics or instinct, but a blend of both. Thousands of new opportunities are
available to companies every day, and hundreds of possible responses can
be made to those opportunities. The great entrepreneurial leaders have the
instinct to look at the available, incomplete data and make the correct judgment calls more often than not.

Agility Is Key to Fast Enough
Whether you call it agile, responsive, or adaptive, your entire organization,
from executives to delivery staff, needs to embrace a culture of sensing the
marketplace and responding to change in an effective way. Scaling agility
is more about changing organizational culture than about building bigger
things. A number of agile/lean scaling frameworks focus on planning for
and building “bigger” things. Unfortunately, they tend to take on the trappings of traditional heavyweight methodologies, including an over-emphasis
on documentation and process. What’s really needed are frameworks that
focus on “better,” not “bigger.” Scaling agility (as in undertaking large
projects) may be a problem, but it’s just not as important as the challenges
of learning and adapting fast enough. Implementing a digital strategy, or
becoming a digital enterprise, must be driven by innovation—in products,
in strategy, in technology, in portfolio management, in measures of success, in organization, and more. Transforming to a digital enterprise needs
to focus first and foremost on devising better ways of aligning strategy and
delivery. Once you are better, then you can focus on bigger. Most (but not
all) innovation initiatives aren’t huge undertakings, but rather uncertain
undertakings.
Scaling agility may be a problem, but it’s not as important as the
challenges of learning and adapting fast enough.

The authors have been evolving EDGE in our work at ThoughtWorks
over a decade. The authors have worked with clients in the telecommunications, financial services, insurance, and retail industries—sectors facing
significant disruption in today’s Digital Age.

Agility Is Key to Fast Enough
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Unleashing the Promise of Agile
“What am I doing wrong?” laments the CEO of a client in the entertainment industry. This concern is echoed by many executives who
thought they were implementing agile practices well. They’ve gone
from taking many months, sometimes years, to deliver products, to
daily continuous delivery, but are still delivering on the wrong portfolio of products. As we began working with this CEO, we realized that
his fundamental problem was a poor linkage between strategy and
delivery. He had a reasonable digital strategy, and his agile delivery
teams were able to adapt to changes well, but their portfolio investment decisions were haphazard at best. Legacy systems were eating
up his entire budget, and few funds were being allocated to the future.
Competition was aggressively taking market share, forcing the firm to
adopt a “catch-up” strategy and constant prioritization of efforts to
chase the competition.
We found that scaling an agile approach to software delivery to his
many teams was far different from determining the right blend of initiatives to meet their tactical and strategic goals. By thinking through
outcome-oriented goals, they were able to refocus their investment
decisions on these goals and reduce investments in other categories.

Building Organizational Responsiveness
For the past decade, organizations with software delivery teams have
invested heavily in learning agile delivery practices—practices that promise to help the organization eliminate wasted efforts, make better decisions
through collaboration and higher-quality output, and move faster. Ultimately, this way of working enables leaders to steer the organization toward
delivering more customer value. However, as the previous CEO story
shows, organizations scaling agile software delivery practices still lament
their inability to realize the promised value of adopting the agile philosophy.
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To effectively build organizational responsiveness, your strategy must
be broken down into a portfolio of small pieces of value that can be prioritized. Big things take a long time. Small things take a short time. To be
responsive and adaptive, you need to work on smaller things, deliver rapidly,
and learn quickly from feedback. These small initiatives provide a clearer
sense of whether the investments are allocated to the right areas or whether
adjustments need to be made. You will need lightweight governance and
adaptive leadership to respond to external pressures, improve agility, and
focus on value. Moreover, teams must be set up to deliver in an incremental,
adaptive way to release often, enabling faster feedback loops with customers and leaders.
Figure 1-2 is a model of how organizations can better pursue new
and existing market opportunities and deliver higher value for the investment made. The first component of a responsive enterprise is an executive
vision that expresses how the organization intends to prosper in the future.
Figure 1-2
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The business strategy states how the business organization intends to
achieve the vision expressed as customer outcome goals. Focusing on external customer outcomes and value rather than internal business benefits such
as return on investment (ROI) is central to the EDGE message.
The next component and a major focus of EDGE is portfolio management. The investment portfolio is broken down into small pieces. Funding is
allocated based on highest value and incrementally allocated until the probability of success is high. This portfolio breakdown enables low-value work
to be stopped, with the organization directing its efforts toward the highestvalue and limiting work in progress so that teams are focused on one thing
at a time. Product architecture translates goals into actionable thin slices
of work that agile teams can deliver and measure as incremental successes.
Agile delivery builds effective solutions rapidly using practices such as short
iterations, design thinking, refactoring, continuous delivery, and evolutionary architecture.
Finally, measurement of value directs teams at all levels to be evaluated
on outcomes delivered, rather than what the costs were or whether they met
a predetermined delivery date. While costs and schedules are important,
they are constraints, not objectives. Measures are broken down to guide
teams toward the creation of value.

Toward a Customer-Value Fitness
Function
One of the most uncomfortable changes for leaders, especially executives and
managers, undergoing digital transformation is the change in performance
measures. The most profound of these is the switch from internal ROI to
external customer value. While this is a measurement change, it is more fundamentally a change in perspective, a change in your gut-level basis of decision making. It means the first and foremost question an executive leader asks
is not “How will this impact our bottom line?” but “How will this impact the
value we deliver to our customers?” This change means believing that improving customer value is the key driver that will lead to improved ROI. But ROI
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isn’t the objective; instead, it is a constraint. You need to make a profit to
continue delivering customer value. As explained further in Chapter 5, ROI
is a business benefit (internal) but not a measure of customer value (external).
The year 2007 was an epic inflection point that has caused turmoil in
both the economy and specific enterprises. In his book Thank You for Being
Late,6 Thomas Friedman anointed 2007 as the year when multiple technologies came to fruition and kicked “digital” acceleration into high gear. Apple
introduced the iPhone, Hadoop ushered in the big data era, GitHub multiplied software development capabilities, Facebook and Twitter expanded the
reach and influence of social media, Airbnb showed what small companies
could do with these new technologies, the Kindle changed book reading and
the publishing business, and Google launched the Android operating system
for phones. The confluence of all these technologies enabled new companies, such as Airbnb (which doesn’t own a single bed), to become much bigger (more beds than all the major hotel chains—combined). Thus 2007 was
the inflection point that separated the pre-digital and digital worlds.
Complexity theory7 includes a concept called a fitness function.8 A fitness function summarizes a specific measure to evaluate how close a solution
is to achieving a stated goal. In other words, it drives an organism (biology)
or an organization (economics) to achieve its purpose—survival and procreation for an organism, thriving and continuation for an organization. As
opportunities expand exponentially, you need a process, and a fitness function, to focus investments now and in the future. You need to build capabilities, modern technology platforms, and learning and adaptive practices—all
driven by a set of values and principles. As you will see in subsequent chapters, EDGE addresses the challenges of both opportunity and capability.
The challenges for enterprises moving from a pre-digital to a digital world
are two-fold. First, you must change your fitness function. Second, you must
leverage resources to make that change quickly. Both of these will challenge
the best organizations.
6. Friedman, Thomas L. Thank You for Being Late: An Optimist’s Guide to Thriving in
the Age of Accelerations. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2016.
7. For background in complexity theory, see Holland, John H. Emergence: From Chaos
to Order. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1989.
8. A related concept in complexity theory is that of a fitness landscape—think of a
mountain range—that describes all the various possibilities for entities (agents) that
are trying to move up to a higher value of their fitness function.

Toward a Customer-Value Fitness Function
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“It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent
that survives. It is the one that is the most adaptable to change.”
—Charles Darwin, English naturalist
The fitness functions or business goals (Table 1-1) from pre-digital to
digital times have changed from focusing on ROI to focusing on customer
value. In a world characterized by greater certainty, ROI goals made sense.
In today’s world filled with growing uncertainty, they don’t. In a post-2007
world, customer value works better. The switch from an ROI goal to a customer value goal is profound, and experience has shown the transition to be
very difficult. Furthermore, trying to change the technology fitness function
without changing the business fitness function is a lost cause, as many organizations have discovered to their great chagrin.
Table 1-1
Changing Fitness Functions

Fitness Function

Pre-Digital

Digital

Business

Return on investment

Customer value

Technology

Cost/efficiency

Speed/adaptability

Critics may say that customer value is too intangible, that ROI is a tangible measure and therefore better. In the book How Leaders Build Value,9
the authors suggest that 85 percent of a company’s market capitalization can
be attributed to intangible factors such as leadership, culture, and patents.
Investors look at the stream of earnings volatility over time to determine a
price they will buy at (which drives market capitalization), and intangibles
drive that stream—you just have to look at an intangible like Steve Jobs’s
leadership at Apple to prove the point. Look at the market capitalization of
high-tech firms today versus that of traditional firms—how much of their
capitalization is due to intangible factors?

9. lrich, Dave, and Norm Smallwood. How Leaders Build Value: Using People, Organization, and Other Intangibles to Get Bottom-Line Results. Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2006.
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Changing Competitive Environments
One thing we have learned from clients is that often processes, practices, or software systems that have been competitive differentiators
become competitive anchors. A large financial company based its success on a core software application that agents used when working
with clients and prospects. The application was so complex that the
company couldn’t expect customers to use it as they contemplated
moving to a customer interactive system. Making the switch from an
internal agent–oriented system to an Internet-based self-service system meant a fundamental change in the firm’s business model. What
had been its key differentiator in the market became an anchor to
change.

Given the turbulence and uncertainty of today’s business environment,
picking the right measures of customer value and other intangible factors
can be daunting. Nevertheless, one of the key capabilities required is the
ability to discover and capitalize on the opportunities that this turbulence
creates. A company’s ability to take advantage of opportunities requires a
number of intangible factors critical to sustaining a flow of earnings. Customer value has both tangible (financial) and intangible components, intangibles are critical to long-term success, and the ability to deliver customer
value is a critical capability for most companies.
Table 1-1 outlines the pre-digital and digital fitness functions. Industrial-era competitive advantage came from efficiency, optimization, and
economies of scale. In the digital era, success comes from capabilities such
as innovation, adaptability, personalization, customization, and quick
response. In Table 1-1, business and technology are functional areas, not
organizations. Business and technology organizations don’t have separate
fitness functions; instead, both have customer value as a primary fitness
function. If you are in the technology “organization,” your primary fitness
function is customer value and your secondary fitness function is speed/
adaptability.

Toward a Customer-Value Fitness Function
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Looking at the table, you should not conclude that ROI and cost/efficiency are now unimportant—in fact, they are very important. They are not
the primary drivers, but they are secondary, but still critical measures. You
might think of customer value and speed/adaptability as the primary objectives and ROI and cost/efficiency as guardrails (constraints).
At the same time the business fitness functions have been transitioning,
the technology transition has been moving from cost and efficiency to speed
and adaptability (of course, customer value is everyone’s primary fitness
function). This transition is illustrated by an article and a book published 10
years apart. In 2003, Nicholas Carr wrote a controversial article in the Harvard Business Review titled “IT Doesn’t Matter,”10 which argued that IT had
become a commodity and, therefore, could not contribute to sustainable
competitive advantage. This article emphasized the focus on cost reduction,
as it is the path to success for a commodity product. IT organizations were
constantly admonished to reduce costs, a focal point that caused ballooning
technical debt further impeding their digital transformation.
Ten years later, Rita McGrath,11 professor at Columbia Business School,
wrote that in today’s fast-paced, uncertain world, sustainable competitive advantage itself was no more, being replaced by transient competitive
advantage in which learning and adapting quickly was the ticket to success.
In Carr’s world, IT should be governed by cost considerations. In McGrath’s
world, responsiveness and customer value should drive IT.
The 2007 technological inflection point has exacerbated the difference
between the rate of opportunity growth and the building of capabilities to
take advantage of those opportunities. Opportunities are expanding so fast
that you need ways to accelerate your ability to identify which opportunities to invest in and whether your organization has capabilities necessary to
deliver on those investments. In short, you need more leverage. Leverage
amplifies the results from a given set of inputs. Many enterprises are facing
an existential crisis. They see a world of opportunities, but lack the capability
to take advantage. They’re being outpaced and outfought by the competi10. Carr, Nicholas G. “IT Doesn’t Matter.” Harvard Business Review, May 1, 2003.
https://hbr.org/2003/05/it-doesnt-matter.
11. McGrath, Rita Gunther, and Alex Gourlay. The End of Competitive Advantage: How
to Keep Your Strategy Moving as Fast as Your Business. Boston, MA: Harvard Business
Review Press, 2013.
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tion. This growing opportunity–capability gap has become a critical issue for
executive leadership (Figure 1-3). Overcoming this gap requires innovative
thinking and putting tech at your business’s core, from strategy to delivery.
Figure 1-3
The widening gap
between opportunities
and the capability to
explore or exploit these
opportunities.

Switching fitness functions, either business or technology, has proved
much more difficult than expected. When all of your processes, practices,
accounting methods, and performance measures are ROI-driven, and have
been for many years, switching to a customer value focus requires courageous business leaders. Similarly, switching IT from a cost/efficiency driver
to one of speed/adaptability requires courageous technology leaders.
Making it to, and over, the next horizon requires that you be faster than
the competition, adaptable enough, iterative, and driven by customer value.
Being faster than the competition requires knowing the competition, which
you often don’t until late in the game. Being adaptable enough includes
understanding the rate of change in your market segments and what new
market segments might impact yours. Being iterative means getting quick
feedback to steer toward your ultimate vision. Having a customer-value
focus means looking from the outside in, rather than the other way around.
A product (or service) is what you deliver to a customer to capitalize
on an opportunity. A capability is how you build the what. You need specific strategies and plans for both product and capabilities to narrow the
opportunity–capability gap. Your capability development plans should
answer the question, “Can we make what we want to sell—in the future?” In
this book the authors will address these two aspects: capitalizing on opportunities in the form of delivering customer value by investing wisely and
Toward a Customer-Value Fitness Function
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increasing the speed of building the capabilities (especially technological
capability) necessary to achieve that.
The core question is how you make this fitness function transition fast
enough to close the gap between opportunities and capabilities. How do
you gain leverage, multiplying your capabilities? How do you combine
components, both technological and intellectual, in a way that significantly
increases your capabilities?
Customer value is key to the present. Adaptability is key to the future.
When ROI and efficiency dominated the fitness function, adaptability suffered. In the technology realm, for example, IT software assets accumulated
technical debt that severely impacted future development. Time and time
again, when priority decisions were made the emphasis was on schedule and
cost, not value and adaptability. Over time, software assets degraded to the
point that many organizations’ abilities to become digital enterprises were
severely compromised.

It’s Not Easy, Just Imperative
“In a new McKinsey Global Survey on digital transformations, more than
eight in ten respondents say their organizations have undertaken such
efforts in the last five years.”
“Only 16 percent of respondents say their organizations’ digital transformations have successfully improved performance and also equipped them
to sustain change in the long term.”
—McKinsey & Company, “Unlocking Success in Digital
Transformations,” October 2018
As noted in the 2018 McKinsey article, even digitally savvy industries have
only a 26 percent success rate, versus a success rate of 4 to 11 percent
for traditional industries. We will never say such a transition is easy; the
McKinsey data and our personal experience agree that it’s not. The changes
outlined in this book cover the gamut from measuring success, to leadership
style, to capability building, to investment strategies. You will find different
practices or ideas to plug into your organization’s approach to transforming.
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But in some way or another, your efforts need to cover all the bases we’ve
mentioned—from how teams work to make collaborative decisions to
embracing technology. So it’s hard. What other choice do you have?
There is a telling phrase in the second quote from the McKinsey article:
“and also equipped them to sustain change in the long term.” Only 16 percent of the respondents to McKinsey’s survey reported success at improving
performance and sustaining it. Another 7 percent improved performance,
but could not sustain it. One key question addressed in this book is “How
can we adapt fast enough?”—a question that is related to sustainability. Fast
enough isn’t a one-time goal, but one that continues into the future. Transformation is not a one-shot deal as many organizational changes are—it will
be a continuing process of evolution. Sustainability makes the transformation process even harder.
From the very outset, the agile movement was about mindset much
more than practices. The same is true for EDGE. For example, Chapter 4,
Building a Value-Driven Portfolio, is about building a Lean Value Tree and
developing Measures of Success. Similar practices to these have been used by
managers for many years. However, building these artifacts using a particular
mindset—one that thinks of customer value first, that values short iterations
and quick feedback, that is more comfortable with evolving rather than planning solutions, that revels in being part of an autonomous team—makes a
huge difference in how these practices are implemented. In turn, a key goal
of this book is to provide you with a contextual framework to not only adopt
for yourself but also to use to help change the mindset of your colleagues. If
you don’t change your mindset, none of these practices will help achieve the
digital transformation you seek.

Final Thoughts
The concepts and models introduced in this chapter are intended to help you
navigate and put into context the specific practices introduced throughout
the book. As you progress in your reading, keep the following points in mind:
• EDGE is an operating model that connects strategy to delivery. It
does not cover how to do either strategy or delivery.
Final Thoughts
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• The relentless focus is on delivering customer value. Customer value
is an outcome rather than an output. For example, the number of
features that a delivery team produces is an output, whereas the value
that they deliver is an outcome.
• Today’s world is awash with opportunities. You must first determine
which opportunities you wish to pursue. Then, you must build the
capabilities necessary to capitalize on those opportunities. Opportunities and capabilities are both driven by outcomes, but they are different types of outcomes.
• If you want your enterprise to be responsive (agile, adaptive), then
you have to change your measures of success at the highest level—
you must modify your fitness functions to encourage the responsiveness you desire.
• Fundamental change must be driven by courageous executives who
are supported by courageous leaders at all levels.
• EDGE is not prescriptive, but adaptive. Every implementation of
EDGE will be different, including yours. The core that will hold your
version of EDGE together is the principles.
• Building capabilities for the future, from technical ones to portfolio
prioritization, is critical for determining what you want to accomplish and how you intend to get there.
• The products that emerge from delivery teams should be driven by
the Lean Value Tree: Goals, Bets, and Initiatives. The product blueprints ensure that the teams are looking ahead to understand the
product evolution. The technology component ensures that the technology strategy and platform support the Lean Value Tree and the
product blueprint.
Whether you are setting high-level goals or building capabilities or
delivering a small increment of a product, the fundamental approach you
need can be summarized in two simple words: Envision–Explore. These
two words contrast with traditional approaches that can be characterized
by two other words: Plan–Do. You can’t plan your way into the future—you
need to explore. Planning raises the specter of determinism: Just plan well
enough, and then just do what you planned. In times of uncertainty and with
an accelerated pace of change, our traditional reliance on planning won’t
work. It’s not that we don’t plan—we do. In fact, much of this book is about
planning. We just don’t believe our plans will survive reality. We don’t waste
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time doing detailed plans that change constantly. We spend more time trying to envision the future, whether of our organization or of our detailed initiatives. You can’t plan away uncertainty; instead, you have to learn it away.
You have to try five things in parallel, in short experiments, to find the one
that seems to work and is worth carrying forward. This Envision–Explore
mindset needs to permeate your organization if it is to be successful at digital transformation.
As you move into the Fourth Industrial Revolution, where uncertainty
reigns and the need for speed and innovation is the dominating force, portfolio and program management must be much more responsive than they
have been in the past. Moreover, they must be incorporated into a broader
operating model. The path to a digital enterprise lies in being innovative,
fast, value centered, and adaptive—not in returning to the structure and
process of earlier times.

Final Thoughts
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